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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we examine the behaviour of so-called passive and middle aorist forms in
the Greek reflected in the Genesis of the Septuagint. The Septuagint, and Biblical Greek
more generally, displays a considerable aberration with respect to other varieties of
Ancient Greek regarding the relative frequency of passive vis-�a-vis middle aorist forms.
Here, we explore this feature of Septuagint Greek in some detail, showing that there is a
more or less consistent, binary system at this stage, where the passive aorist is the
preferred expression of monoargumental detransitive clauses, while the middle primarily
appears in biargumental detransitive clauses. A comparison with the original text in
Biblical Hebrew suggests that its binyanim system, with systematic distinction between
transitive and detransitivising stems, may have played a key role in accelerating this
process, which was already present in earlier stages of Greek. This process resulted in a
general ousting of the aorist middle, which essentially became a lexically restricted
variant of the active voice.

RIASSUNTO

L'articolo esamina il comportamento degli aoristi passivi e medi nella lingua della
traduzione greca della Bibbia ebraica nota come Settanta. La Settanta – ma anche, pi�u
in generale, il greco biblico – presenta una situazione molto diversa rispetto alle altre
variet�a di greco antico per quanto riguarda la frequenza relativa degli aoristi passivi
rispetto ai medi. Questo aspetto della lingua della Settanta verr�a indagato qui attraverso
uno studio sui dati offerti dal libro della Genesi. L'analisi mostra l'esistenza di un
sistema binario, pi�u o meno coerente, in cui l'aoristo passivo �e la forma privilegiata in
frasi monoargomentali detransitivizzate, mentre l'aoristo medio ricorre principalmente
in frasi biargomentali detransitivizzate. Il confronto con il testo ebraico originale mostra
che il sistema binyanim, con la sua sistematica distinzione tra temi verbali transitivi e
detransitivizzati, pu�o aver svolto un ruolo chiave nell'accelerare una tendenza, gi�a
presente in fasi precedenti della lingua greca, verso un sistema di voce binario. Questo
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processo port�o ad una sostanziale eliminazione dell'aoristo medio, le cui forme residuali
divennero una variante lessicalmente determinata dell'aoristo attivo.

[Italian]

1. INTRODUCTION: TOPIC AND AIMS OF THIS STUDY

1.1. The research question

This paper deals with the detransitivising voice markers in the aorist system of Hellenistic
Greek, as reflected in the language of the Septuagint. The Septuagint is the translation of the
Hebrew Bible into Greek, made in Greek-speaking Egypt from the third-century BCE
onwards. The first five books of the Bible, the so-called Pentateuch (Genesis, Exodus,
Numbers, Leviticus and Deuteronomy), were translated first, presumably around the year
250 BCE (Jobes & Silva 2000: 29), by different translators (Tov 2015: 448). This includes the
book of Genesis, which constitutes the corpus of this research.

For our purposes, the language of the Septuagint is important for the following reasons.
First, it reflects a variety of the Hellenistic Koin�e of the third-century BCE, thus representing
an important source for understanding the development from Classical Greek to later Koin�e,
as reflected, for instance, in New Testament Greek. Second, as regards the use of
detransitivising morphology and, more specifically, the relative frequency of the middle and
passive aorist, the Greek of the Septuagint shows considerable aberration from both Classical
sources and contemporary Hellenistic sources. Third, given that the Septuagint is a translated
text, the question arises whether odd and unexpected phenomena may be due to interference
from the source languages.

Before proceeding to the analysis, let us summarize a few characteristics of the Ancient
Greek voice system. First, the two aspect stems, the present (= imperfective) and the aorist (=
perfective) have somewhat different voice systems. In the present, there is a binary opposition
between the active and the middle voice, marked by verbal inflection. Verbal forms inflected in
the active voice occur in active constructions (both transitive and intransitive), while verbal
forms inflected in the middle voice occur with a broader range of valency changing functions,
for example, passive, anticausative, reflexive or (auto-)benefactive as well as transitive
structures in which the subject and the direct object are linked by relationships such as
possessor/possessee, whole/body part. In contrast, the aorist stem exhibits a ternary system,
where verbal forms have active, middle or passive diathesis. The voice markers include (a)
inflection, namely active and middle endings, as in the present; (b) the stem-final suffixes
-th�e-/-�e-, which are lexically distributed (some verbs take -th�e- and some others take -�e-). The
labels ‘active’, ‘middle’ and ‘passive’ are commonly used in Ancient Greek linguistics to
characterize the three sets of voice forms (cf. Rijksbaron 2002) and we follow this
conventional terminology. However, we hasten to add that they are mere labels and,
specifically, that the so-called passive does not represent a passive category, strictly speaking.
As is well known, passive aorists occur in both passive and unaccusative1 structures
(Benedetti 2005; Tronci 2005) and overlap with middle aorists in the latter function. That is to
say that there is no one-to-one relationship between forms and functions, especially for the
‘passive’ aorists. An outline of the aorist system of voice, compared to that of the present, is
given in Table 1, employing forms of the verb l�uein ‘to unbind, to weaken’ (all forms are
quoted in the 1st person singular in line with the lexicographic practices for Ancient Greek):

1 For our purposes, unaccusative and anticausative are interchangeable terms.
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The boundaries between the functional values of active and middle forms, on the one hand,
and of middle and passive forms, on the other hand, are not clear-cut. One crucial factor is the
morphological class of the verb's aspect stem. In Table 1, the verb is inflected in the sigmatic
aorist, which is the most productive class of aorists, together with the passive aorists with the
suffix -th�e-. The other morphological classes of aorist stems, that is, the root and the thematic
stems, are not productive, so the lexical items inflected as thematic and root aorists constitute
a closed class. They are interesting for our research, however, as they represent residual forms
of an older stage of the language in which the voice system of the aorist was presumably
similar to the binary system of the present (cf. Benedetti 2017; Tronci 2018 for further details).
This unproductive binary system of voice coexisted together with the productive ternary
system, although exhibited by a restricted number of lexical items. Some cases of overlapping
can be noticed (cf. Tronci 2011).

In the attested history of the Ancient Greek language, from Archaic via Classical to
Hellenistic Greek, there is an increase in passive aorists both in types and tokens at the
expense of the middle aorists. Besides their quantitative increase, the passive aorists also
expanded their functional range. As a result, they replaced some middle aorists, which
gradually disappeared. This substitution especially concerned the middle aorists that occurred
in monoargumental clauses, namely unaccusatives and direct reflexives. The expansion into
the functional area of middle aorists did not concern the middle aorists that occurred in
biargumental structures (cf. Tronci 2018; Bruno & Tronci 2019).

This picture is further complicated by the so-called media tantum or deponent verbs, namely
verbs that were exclusively inflected as middles but occurred in the same syntactic structures
as the actives (cf. Lavidas & Papangeli 2007 for further details). As Tronci (2017, 2018, 2020)
has previously noted, deponent verbs played a role in the restructuring processes of
detransitivising voices in Hellenistic Greek. We will come back to this issue in Section 2.3.

In this paper, we explore the role of language contact and interference on the aorist voice system.
Our interest in this topic arose from our observations that grammars tend to note that passive
aorists show a surprising increase in Biblical texts, most notably the Septuagint (cf. Helbing 1907:
97; Thackeray 1909: 193) and the New Testament (cf. Blass et al. 1961: 161). Quantitative data
have been collected and discussed in Tronci (2018) concerning the New Testament and in Bruno &
Tronci (2019) concerning the Septuagint. As a further piece of evidence, we calculated the relative
frequency of passive and middle aorists in a diachronic corpus comprising representative texts
from Homeric Greek (eight-century BCE) to Hellenistic Greek (second-century CE).2 Figures 1
and 2 represent the relative frequency when Biblical texts are taken into account and when they are
not respectively.3 The difference is remarkable and calls for some explanation.

TABLE 1. A sample of present and aorist systems of voice

Present stem Aorist stem

Active l�u-�o
‘I unbind, I weaken’

�elu-sa
‘I unbound, I weakened (trans.)’

Middle l�u-omai
‘I unbind myself / for myself’, ‘I am unbound’, ‘I weaken
(intrans.)’

elu-s�am�en
‘I unbound, I weakened myself / for
myself’

Passive el�u-th�en
‘I was unbound’, ‘I weakened (intrans.)’

The shaded regions highlight the distinction between middle and passive voice marking in the aorist stem, as opposed
to the present stem, where middle voice covers both areas.

2 Note that only indicative forms of the passive and middle aorist are included in the following statistics.
3 Figures 1 and 2 were created by using the plot() function in the standard package of RStudio (R Core

Team 2022). R scripts employed in this article are available at https://github.com/eystdahl/TronciDahlVoiceMarkers.
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1.2. Preliminary statistics

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate how the relative proportion of aorist middle and passive forms
fluctuates over time.4 However, we need to establish whether the differences between the text
corpora reflecting each of the periods are statistically significant. Table 2 presents the
observed values of the two voice categories from each of the authors/periods.5

FIGURE 1. Aorist passive and middle in Greek.

FIGURE 2. Aorist passive and middle in non-Biblical Greek.

4 In these tables as well as in the following, Homer is taken to represent the eight century BCE, Hesiod the eight to
seventh century BCE, Herodotus the fifth century BCE, Plato the fifth to fourth century BCE, Callimachus,
Apollonius and the Septuagint (LXX) the third century BCE, Polybius the second century BCE, the New Testament
(NT) the first century CE and Plutarch the first to second century CE.

5 The data given in Table 2 were collected by targeted search in the Perseus under PhiloLogic database (https://
perseus.uchicago.edu/) except for the Septuagint and New Testament data, which were collected via targeted search in
the database available through the Accordance Bible software system (https://www.accordancebible.com/). The data
and R scripts employed in this article are available at https://github.com/eystdahl/TronciDahlVoiceMarkers.
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The first question we need to address is whether the distribution of the values shown in
Table 2 may be explained as being due to chance. To clarify this, we employed statistical
significance tests, notably the chi-squared test and the Fisher Exact test. Both tests evaluate
hypotheses of association between variables, calculating the probability of obtaining the
observed distribution under the null hypothesis that there is no association between the
variables involved, in our case text and construction type. The chi-squared test compares the
observed and expected frequencies, the observed frequencies representing the actual numbers,
as given in Table 2, and the expected frequencies representing the frequencies that would be
obtained if the variables were independent. Table 3 gives the expected frequencies for our
data.6

Here and in the following, we employ the notation [+] to indicate that the observed value is
greater than the expected value and [�] to indicate that the observed value is smaller than the
expected value.

When applied to our material, the chi-squared test yields a p-value of less than 2.2e-16, that
is, 0.00000000000000022, with a chi-squared value of 1604.2 and 9 degrees of freedom
(v2(9) = 1604.2).7 This p-value is well below the conventional significance level of 0.05. Thus,
we may discard the null hypothesis of no association between the variables. However, the chi-
squared test does not provide any information about the strength of association between text
and construction type. To clarify this, it is necessary to measure the effect size, for instance, by
calculating the Cram�er's V value.8 The Cram�er's V value ranges from 0 to 1; values below 0.1
conventionally not being reported because they are too small. Reportable values range from
small (0.1–0.29) via moderate (0.3–0.49) to large (≥0.5). The present data set yields a Cram�er's
V value of 0.306, implying a moderate effect size, which, however, is robust given the number

TABLE 2. Observed values for each author/period

Homer Hesiod Herodot Plato Callimachus Apollonius Septuagint Polybius NT Plutarch

Passive
aorist

433 14 405 567 12 79 3915 619 866 199

Middle
aorist

1839 159 1135 892 147 441 3302 1179 641 248

TABLE 3. Expected values

Homer Hesiod Herodot Plato Callimachus Apollonius Septuagint Polybius NT Plutarch

Passive
aorist

945
[�]

72
[�]

641
[�]

607
[�]

66
[�]

216
[�]

3001
[+]

748
[�]

627
[+]

186
[+]

Middle
aorist

1327
[+]

101
[+]

899
[+]

852
[+]

93
[+]

304
[+]

4215
[�]

1050
[+]

880
[�]

261
[�]

6 The expected value of a given cell is obtained by multiplying the row sum with the column sum and dividing the
product with the total sum. Here and below, we used the chisqu.test()$expected function in the standard package of
RStudio (R Core Team 2022) to obtain the expected values. R scripts employed in this article are available at https://
github.com/eystdahl/TronciDahlVoiceMarkers. It should be noted that the numbers have been rounded to the closest
positive integer.

7 These results were obtained by using the chisqu.test() function in the standard package of RStudio (R Core
Team 2022). R scripts employed in this article are available at https://github.com/eystdahl/TronciDahlVoiceMarkers.

8 The Cram�er's V value was obtained by using the assocstats() function in the additional R package vcd (Meyer
et al. 2017). R scripts employed in this article are available at https://github.com/eystdahl/TronciDahlVoiceMarkers.
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of data points. This allows us to conclude that the association between the variables is
statistically significant and has a moderate effect size. This fact makes it possible to go a step
further and explore the patterns of attractions and repulsions between texts and
constructions, attraction being understood in terms of higher observed value than expected
value ([+]) and repulsion being understood as lower observed value than expected value ([�]).
To this end, we draw on the Fisher Exact test, which, when applied to each cell, calculates the
probability of obtaining an even greater deviation from the expected value (cf., e.g. Janda
et al. 2013: 90–91). Specifically, the first step is to make a two-by-two contingency table for
each of the cells in Table 2. Here, one cell has the observed value of the cell, another cell has
the row sum minus the observed value, a third cell has the column sum minus the observed
value and a fourth cell has the total table sum minus the sums in each of the three other cells.
For passive aorist forms in Homer, for instance, we have 433 in the first cell, 6676 in the
second cell, 1839 in the third cell and 8144 in the fourth cell. These numbers then furnish the
input for the Fisher Exact test, which is applied to each of the cells. The results are given in
Table 4.9

Table 4 further corroborates the impression that our data are not randomly distributed,
even though the distribution of the two categories in Plutarch does not show a significant
aberration from what one could expect by chance. Interestingly, we may observe that all the
non-Biblical sources except Plutarch show significant attraction towards middle forms of the
aorist and significant repulsion from passive forms. On the other hand, the Septuagint and the
New Testament show opposite tendencies to the other sources, being significantly attracted
towards passive forms of the aorist and markedly rejecting middle forms. This clearly shows
that the two Biblical texts display analogous distribution patterns of the passive and middle
aorists, which significantly differ from those displayed by the other texts. This is all the more
striking because two of the non-Biblical authors, Callimachus and Apollonius of Rhodes, are
not only contemporary with the Septuagint but also lived and worked within the same
broader geographical and cultural context, that is, third-century BCE Ptolemaic Alexandria.
Thus, the distribution of the passive and middle aorist in the Septuagint compared with the
two contemporary authors clearly attests to its exceptional character. On the widely accepted
assumption that the Septuagint had strong influence on the Greek New Testament, it is hardly
surprising that these two texts show parallel tendencies in the specific morphosyntactic
domain under discussion. However, the question arises as to why the Septuagint shows
significantly different distribution patterns of the middle and passive aorists than other Greek
texts from the previous tradition and the same period. It is tempting to suggest that this

TABLE 4. Relative attraction and repulsion

Homer Hesiod Herodot Plato Callimachus Apollonius Septuagint Polybius NT Plutarch

Passive

aorist

[�]

< 2.2e-

16

[�]

< 2.2e-

16

[�]

< 2.2e-

16

[�]

0.01426

[�]

< 2.2e-16

[�]

< 2.2e-16

[+]
< 2.2e-16

[�]

2.895e-

11

[+]
< 2.2e-

16

[+]
0.8104

Middle

aorist

[+]
< 2.2e-

16

[+]
< 2.2e-

16

[+]
< 2.2e-

16

[+]
0.01426

[+]
< 2.2e-16

[+]
< 2.2e-16

[�]

< 2.2e-16

[+]
2.895e-

11

[�]

< 2.2e-

16

[�]

0.9064

9 The results reported in Table 4 were obtained by using the fisher.test() function in the standard package of
RStudio (R Core Team 2022), specifying ‘alternative’ = ‘greater’ when the observed value is greater than the expected
value and ‘alternative’ = ‘less’ when it is smaller than the expected value. R scripts employed in this article are
available at https://github.com/eystdahl/TronciDahlVoiceMarkers.
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peculiarity of this text may be due to interference from the Semitic source languages of the
original text.

The aim of this study is to investigate whether the remarkable increase in passive aorists at
the expense of the middle ones in the Septuagint may depend on Hebrew interference. Our
question concerns in particular the cases in which middle and passive aorists could overlap,
that is, in intransitive structures. Our hypothesis is that Hebrew as a source language played
an important role in the process of translation, also concerning the grammatical domain of
voice markers.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss Greek data. Section 3 is devoted
to describing Hebrew verbal system and analysing Hebrew data. In Section 4, we draw some
conclusions.

2. ANALYSIS OF GREEK DATA

2.1. First remarks on the corpus: Quantitative distribution of middle and passive voices

As already noted, the corpus for this research comprises all occurrences of middle and passive
aorists attested in the book of Genesis. The data have been obtained automatically by
searching for all occurrences of middle and passive aorists in the book of Genesis on the
electronic resource of Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (http://stephanus.tlg.uci.edu/). We searched
for sequences responding to a query combining three features: (a) tense: aorist; (b) voice:
middle and passive; and (c) mood: indicative, subjunctive, optative and imperative (finite
moods). We found 153 verbal items inflected in the middle and passive aorist for a total
number of 620 occurrences: the list of the verbal items together with the aorist forms attested
for each of them is given in the Appendix A. We decided to limit the corpus to the book of
Genesis as this is a manageable and sufficient corpus to test our hypothesis. Future studies will
show whether other books of the Septuagint show the same tendencies.10

The quantitative distribution of middle and passive aorists is as follows: Out of the total
number of 153 verbal items, 84 items exhibit the passive aorist, 61 items exhibit the middle
aorist and only 8 have both middle and passive aorist. Most verbs in our corpus also exhibit
the active aorist; a small part, that is, 30 items, are deponent verbs, namely verbs that are not
inflected in the active voice. Deponent verbs preferably hold middle inflection in the aorist
stem. In fact, slightly fewer than half of middle aorists (25 items) belong to the class of
deponent verbs, while only three deponent verbs hold passive inflection, namely ἐmhυlέοlaι
[enthum�eomai] ‘think, notice’, kοcίfοlaι [log�ızomai] ‘count, reckon’ and ὀrφqaίmοlaι
[osphra�ınomai] ‘smell’.

Table 5 summarizes the quantitative data.
In the following sections, we discuss the three types of aorists: the exclusively passive type

(Section 2.2), the exclusively middle type (Section 2.3) and cases where the middle and passive

TABLE 5. Distribution of middle and passive voices in aoristic items in the book of Genesis

Passive Middle Middle and Passive Total

84 61 8 153
[3 dep. verbs] [25 dep. verbs] [2 dep. verbs] [30 dep. verbs]

10 A preliminary investigation of data from the different parts of the Septuagint suggests that the relative frequency
of passive aorists increases in the later parts of the corpus. A more detailed examination of these matters is far beyond
the scope of the present work and will have to be undertaken elsewhere.
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type appear with the same verb (Section 2.4). First, we set out to analyse the functional values
of passive and middle aorists and then the relation between middle aorist and deponent verbs
(see column 2 in Table 5 above).

2.2. The passive aorists

The passive aorists attested in the book of Genesis occur, as expected, in passive and
unaccusative constructions (cf. Benedetti 2005; Tronci 2005 for further details). Accordingly,
it can be argued that passive aorists occur in clauses that have a clearly detransitivized
character with respect to their active counterparts, which are usually transitive (e.g. among
others, Kulikov 2010, 2013; Kulikov & Lavidas 2013).11 The clause pairs in (1)–(2) provide
evidence for the correlation between passive aorists and detransitivization processes. The
examples in (a) illustrate the detransitivising function of the passive aorist as compared to the
active and transitive aorist forms in (b). Furthermore, it is important to observe that
detransitivization through the passive aorist yields both the passive reading, for example, (1a),
and the unaccusative reading, for example, (2a).12

The difference between the two detransitivising processes (passive vs. unaccusative) concerns
the status of the external argument in the active and transitive clauses. Even though this
argument is removed from its syntactic position of subject in both passive and unaccusative
readings, it remains as an overt or implicit adjunct (the agent complement) in the passive,
while it disappears both formally and semantically in the unaccusative. In most cases, the
distinction between passive and unaccusative is clear-cut. This is the case when either the
agent occurs as an overt complement in the passive, which is never the case in our corpus, or
the subject of the detransitivized clause is an experiencer. An example of the latter
configuration is given by the passive aorist of ὀqcίfx [org�ız�o] in the clause ὠqcίrhg dὲ Ιajxb

11 A different approach, which investigates the distribution of middle and passive aorist according to the semantic
class of the verb is proposed by Allan (2003).

12 For Greek texts, we provide a version in Greek alphabet, its transliteration, glosses and English translation.
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[�org�ısth�e d�e Iak�ob] (Ge. 31.36) ‘and Jacob became angry’. However, in several instances, it is
not possible to distinguish between passive and unaccusative, as demonstrated in (3a)–(3d):

Besides passive and unaccusative constructions, passive aorists also occur in reflexive
constructions. This is an innovation with respect to Classical Greek, where reflexive structures
were usually marked by middle aorists (cf. Tronci 2018 for further details).

Another innovation with respect to earlier stages of Greek is the occurrence of passive aorists
in intransitive constructions with an agent as a unique argument. This is the case with the
verbs ἀpοjqίmx [apokr�ın�o] ‘answer’, pοqeύx [pore�u�o] ‘walk’ and rυmamarsqέφx
[synanastr�eph�o] ‘wrestle with’ in the following examples:

EYSTEIN DAHL AND LIANA TRONCI – VOICE MARKERS IN SEPTUAGINT GREEK 9
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These three verbs behave like deponent verbs in the Septuagint, as they never occur in the
active form and are attested in the middle form, in addition to the passive one in the aorist
stem. The former two verbs also occur in the middle form in the present stem in the
Septuagint (see Muraoka 2009 s.u. ἀpοjqίmοlaι [apokr�ınomai] and pοqeύοlaι [pore�uomai]).
The verb ἀpοjqίmοlaι is an interesting case since its middle aorist ἀpejqίmasο occurs in the
same type of intransitive construction even though being rarer than the passive aorist of this
verb. This is indicative of some degree of functional overlap between these two categories. The
hypothesis that the passive aorist gradually replaced the middle is also supported by data
from the Gospels discussed in Tronci (2018: 259–260). Comparable remarks apply to the verb
pοqeύοlaι [pore�uomai], which occurs in the Septuagint as a middle form in the present stem
(e.g. Ge. 24.42) and a passive form in the aorist stem, while in earlier stages of Greek, for
example, in Euripides, active forms were attested in both the present and the aorist stems.
Finally, the verb rυmamarsqέφx [sunapostr�eph�o] occurs without exception as a passive aorist
and a middle present in the Septuagint, that is, as a deponent verb, even though it is
lemmatized under the active form in Muraoka (2009 s.u.).

Let us now turn to the verbs lιlmήrjx [mimnḗsk�o] ‘remember’, hυlόx [thum�o�o] ‘be angry’
and ἐmhυlέοlaι [enthum�eomai] ‘think, notice’, which occur as passive aorists in biargumental
constructions governing a complement in the genitive, see (6a), and a completive clause, see
(6b) and (6c):

The occurrence of passive aorists in biargumental constructions is unexpected, as passive
aorists usually combine with only one argument, being detransitivising forms. The three verbs
under scrutiny here, however, being psychological verbs, combine with an experiencer as
external argument, whatever their inflection for voice.13 This explains why the first two verbs
have active voice, while the latter is a deponent verb. In the aorist stem, the passive form

13 Be they active or deponent in the reference dictionaries.
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correlates with the semantic role of the subject, which is usually an experiencer in
unaccusative constructions. The active forms, which are attested for the aorist stem of
thum�o�o in the Septuagint (e.g. ἐhύlxrem [eth�um�osen] in Os. 12.15) and mimnḗsk�o in earlier
texts (e.g. epic poetry and Pindar), have a causative meaning, that is, ‘make angry’ and ‘recall
to memory’ respectively. Unlike the latter two verbs, enthum�eomai is only attested in the
passive form, without any corresponding active form. The passive inflection is peculiar for
this verb, however, as we would have expected middle aorist inflection, consistently with the
behaviour of most deponent verbs.

Interestingly, the verb enthum�eomai is inflected as a passive aorist also in earlier stages of
Greek. This is a crucial difference from the other two deponent verbs kοcίfοlaι [log�ızomai]
‘count, reckon’ and ὀrφqaίmοlaι [osphra�ınomai] ‘smell’, which are inflected as passive aorists
in our corpus, while they occurred as middle aorists in Classical Greek (see ἐkοcίrasο
[elog�ısato] in Th. 6.31.5 and ὤrφqοmsο [ṓsphronto] in Hdt. 1.80.24).14 Despite the difference in
inflectional form, there is no distributional difference between the passive and the middle
aorist of these verbal stems.

2.3. The middle aorists

In the book of Genesis, the verbs exclusively inflected as middle aorists are fewer than the
verbs inflected as passive aorists (the rate is 40% vs. 55% of the total number of lexical items).
As already mentioned, the middle aorists are often deponent verbs, which occur in both
transitive and intransitive constructions, according to the lexical meaning of the verb, see (7a)
and (7b).

Deponency is an intriguing topic for ancient Greek linguistics. Besides reference grammars,
for example, K€uhner and Gerth (1892: 324; 1898: 377), there have been several studies
devoted to the question of deponency in recent years, for example, Lavidas &
Papangeli (2007); Ladewig (2010); Grestenberger (2014); Campbell (2015). Deponent verbs
do not fit the system of voice opposition, as they are only inflected in the middle voice.
Because of this, they cannot provide evidence for the investigation of the functional values of
voice (see Lazzeroni 1990 for a different stance). However, deponent verbs have played an
important role in the diachronic processes concerned with the voice system of Hellenistic
Greek, particularly concerning the aorist and the future stems (cf. Tronci 2018, 2020, on the
New Testament and the Septuagint). In the New Testament, many verbs behave as deponent
verbs, although they were not deponent earlier: some of them were only inflected in the middle
form in the aorist stem, while others were also found in the present stem.

14 The middle aorist elog�ısato is also attested in the Septuagint outside the book of Genesis, for example, 1Sam.
1.13.
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A comparable tendency towards deponency is also evident in the data from the Septuagint
investigated in this paper. Many middle aorists in our corpus have no corresponding active
aorists.15 However, most verbs display active aorists in earlier stages of Greek. In Classical
Greek, for instance, the active aorists contrast with the middle aorist, as the following two
pairs of clauses show for the verbs jasadουkόx [katadoul�o�o] ‘enslave’ and paqasάrrx
[parat�ass�o] ‘place side by side’. Note that the active aorist is rarer than the middle aorist with
both these verbs.

In Classical Greek, the number of occurrences of the middle aorists exceeds that of the
active aorists in the verbs under scrutiny here. We searched for the aorist forms (only finite
moods) in a small corpus of Classical authors, that is,, Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon,
Plato, Demosthenes, Lysias, Isocrates and Demosthenes, and obtained the following results:

a. ἐmdeίjmυlι [ende�ıknumi]: 7x (middle) vs. 3x (active);
b. ἐmsέkkx [ent�ell�o]: 13x (middle) vs. 0x (active);
c. ἐpιkamhάmx [epilanth�an�o]: 27x (middle) vs. 0x (active);
d. jasadουkόx [katadoul�o�o]: 6x (middle) vs. 2x (active) and
e. paqasάrrx [parat�ass�o]: 13x (middle) vs. 8x (active).

15 No results were obtained from the search for active aorists of the following verbs, which are only attested in the
middle form in the aorist stem: ἐjkέcx [ekl�eg�o] ‘pick’, ἐmdeίjmυlι [ende�ıknumi] ‘show’, ἐmsέkkx [ent�ell�o] ‘enjoin’,
ἐpιkamhάmx [epilanth�an�o] ‘forget’, ἐpιrpάx [episp�a�o] ‘draw’, jakkxpίfx [kall�op�ız�o] ‘adorn’, jasadουkόx [katadoul�o�o]
‘enslave’, mxsίfx [n�ot�ız�o] ‘turn one's back’, paqajqούx [parakro�u�o] ‘strike aside’, paqasάrrx [parat�ass�o] ‘place side
by side’, paύx [pa�u�o] ‘cease’, pοmgqeύx [pon�ere�u�o] ‘be in a bad state’ and ὑdqeύx [hudre�u�o] ‘carry water’. Note that the
search for active forms was not limited to the book of Genesis but included all books of the Septuagint.

12 TRANSACTIONS OF THE PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY 0, 2023
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To summarize, the active aorists of the verbs in (a)–(e) are fewer than the middle aorists;
therefore, they were marked within the voice system and were prone to disappear from the
verbal system. The disappearance of the active aorists, as witnessed in the Septuagint,
produced an increase in the deponent forms, be they deponent verbs or deponent aorists.

As a result, the voice system of the aorist gradually developed away from the opposition
between transitive and intransitive (cf. Tronci 2018: 275). Middle aorists increasingly occurred
in transitive constructions (together with the active aorists), while passive aorists expand in
the domain of intransitivity, that is, unaccusative, unergative and reflexive constructions
together with the passive ones.

Some rare instances of middle aorists that contrast with the active aorists still exist in our
corpus, as seen in the following pairs of clauses:

EYSTEIN DAHL AND LIANA TRONCI – VOICE MARKERS IN SEPTUAGINT GREEK 13
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The opposition between middle and active voices in transitive structures has been captured by
scholars in terms of subject involvement (see Kemmer 1993 for the general framework;
Allan 2003 for an application to Ancient Greek middle). The ‘involvement’ of the subject
cannot be excluded from a semantic point of view. However, what remains to be explained is
how this meaning effect is produced from a structural point of view. Besides the well-known
description by Rijksbaron (2002: 144–155), who classifies the different ‘middle’ constructions
according to both semantic and syntactic criteria, middle constructions in Ancient Greek have
been discussed both from a typological perspective (cf. Kulikov 2010, 2013) and in language-
internal description (cf., among others, Allan 2003; Benedetti 2005, 2017; Tronci 2005, 2011,
2014, 2018). From a syntactic point of view, the different types of middle constructions can be
accounted for in terms of grammatical relations. Direct and indirect reflexives, possessive
middles, benefactives, etc. are characterized by subjects that are both agent and patient/
theme. The way the two semantic roles converge on the subject changes according to the
different syntactic configurations (for an account cf. Tronci 2018). In the case of direct
reflexive, this convergence is intuitive: for instance, in jahaqίrarhe [kathar�ısasthe] ‘purify
yourselves’ (Ge. 35.2), the subject is at the same time the agent (‘who purifies’) and the patient
(‘who is purified’). In other types of middle constructions, the syntactic analysis is more
difficult to represent, as more subtle semantic relations are implied, for example possessor/
possessee (cf. 14a) or whole/body part (cf. 14b):

Both instances indicate that the middle inflection had lost its function as a full middle
marker in Septuagint Greek. Middle inflection is not sufficient to express the relation between
the possessor and the possessee in (14a) and the whole and the body part in (14b) and the
subject-referring pronouns need to be added. This redundancy is evidence of the functional
decline of middle inflection, as Caragounis (2004: 152) points out with regards to the language
of the Gospels (see also Tronci 2018 for quantitative data, and Kulikov & Lavidas 2017 for an
account in the terms of the increasing labile syntax).

2.4. The opposition between middle and passive aorists

As already noted, there are very few verbs inflected as both middle and passive aorists in the
book of Genesis, namely ἀpοdίdxlι [apod�ıd�omi] ‘return’, cίcmοlaι [g�ıgnomai] ‘become, take
place, be born’, dύmalaι [d�unamai] ‘be able to’, ἐmυpmιάfx [enupni�az�o] ‘dream’, peqιsέlmx
[perit�emn�o] ‘cut round about’, pqοrsίhglι [prost�ıth�emi] ‘hand over, deliver to, add’, ὑpοkeίpx
[hupole�ıp�o] ‘leave’ and φυkάrrx [phul�ass�o] ‘guard, be careful’. In most verbs, middle and
passive aorists expectedly occur in different syntactic environments, as passive aorists
typically show passive function and middle aorists occur in biargumental structures, as
illustrated in the following pairs of clauses:

14 TRANSACTIONS OF THE PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY 0, 2023
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The two verbs differ slightly in meaning, as the passive aorist in (15a), meaning ‘be returned’,
functions as the passive of the active and transitive aorist ‘return’ in (15c), while the middle
aorist has a lexicalized meaning (see later for more details).

In two other verbs in our corpus, that is, ὑpοkeίpx [hupole�ıp�o] ‘leave’ and φυkάrrx [phul�ass�o]
‘guard, be careful’, the middle and the passive aorists are in functional opposition. The former
verb is attested once as a middle aorist and twice as a passive aorist. The middle aorist occurs
in a biargumental clause and governs the accusative, see (16a), while the passive aorist
characterizes monoargumental clauses that can be analysed as either passive or unaccusative,
for example, (16b):

With respect to the active transitive clause in (16c) below, the middle aorist in (16a) can be
analysed as a possessive middle, as it expresses the relation between the subject–possessor and
the object–possessee. Unlike English, which expresses the possessive relation in the object
noun phrase (‘their herds’), Ancient Greek expressed the possessive relation in the verb phrase
through middle inflection.

The verb φυkάrrx [phul�ass�o] ‘guard, be careful’ is exclusively attested in the imperative in the
aorist stem; see, for example, the middle aorist in (17a) and the passive aorist in (17b). Notice
that the co-occurrence of the middle aorist and the reflexive pronoun again point to the
functional bleaching of the middle inflection.

EYSTEIN DAHL AND LIANA TRONCI – VOICE MARKERS IN SEPTUAGINT GREEK 15
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The verb pqοrsίhglι [prost�ıth�emi] ‘hand over, deliver to, add’ is attested four times as a
passive aorist and three times as a middle aorist in the book of Genesis. The passive aorist
occurs in idiomatic constructions such as (18a), which always come after clauses denoting the
event of dying. Conversely, the middle aorist characterizes the same clauses as the active
aorist, as illustrated in (18b) and (18c). In both cases, the verb prost�ıth�emi governs an infinitive
and appears to be an aspectual modifier of the infinitive itself.

Let us now turn to the verb peqιsέlmx [perit�emn�o] ‘cut round about’, which is the technical
term for circumcision in Biblical Greek. The middle and the passive aorists of this verb show
the same syntactic distribution: they occur in passive clauses, combined with the accusative of
respect, as shown in (19a) and (19b):

The syntactic configuration under scrutiny is common when there are two noun phrases in
the clause that express the whole and the body part respectively. The active and transitive
clause corresponding to (19a) and (19b), which is not attested in the corpus, should contain
two noun phrases inflected in the accusative, namely the whole and the body part (‘double
accusative’ construction, see Benedetti 2022 and references therein). In the two clauses

16 TRANSACTIONS OF THE PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY 0, 2023
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discussed here, the noun phrase denoting the whole occurs as the subject via passive
advancement, while the noun phrase denoting the body part maintains the accusative case.

The verb ἐmυpmιάfx [enupni�az�o] ‘dream’ also does not distinguish the middle and the passive
aorists semantically. The passive aorist occurs without argument (20a) or combined with the
cognate object (20b), while the middle aorist, which is attested once in the book of Genesis,
occurs with the cognate object (20c).

The verbs cίcmοlaι [g�ıgnomai] ‘become, take place, be born’ and dύmalaι [d�unamai] ‘be able
to’ are the last two verbs occurring as both middle and passive aorists in the book of Genesis.
The verb d�unamai ‘be able to’ has only two occurrences in the book of Genesis, one in the
passive form and one in the middle form.

According to the instances in (21), it seems that the passive aorist and the middle aorist
have a complementary distribution, as the former is used as a full verb (meaning ‘prevail’),
while the latter is a modal verb (meaning ‘be able to’) governing the infinitive. However, this is
not the case in the other books of the Septuagint, where the passive aorist occurs as both a
modal verb and a full verb, while the middle is only a modal verb. In short, we can say that the
middle aorist is marked with respect to the passive aorist in the Greek of the Septuagint, as it
only retains some of the syntactic and semantic features of the verbal item.

Finally, yet importantly, the verb cίcmοlaι [g�ıgnomai] ‘become, take place, be born’ is
attested 203 times as a middle aorist and 20 times as a passive aorist in the book of Genesis.
As is well known, the passive aorist is an innovation with respect to earlier stages of Greek,
when g�ıgnomai, as a deponent verb, was inflected in the middle voice in both the present and
the aorist stems. In the book of Genesis, the forms of the passive aorist occur only in specific
syntactic and semantic settings and are excluded from others. Particularly, they never occur as
a translation of the Biblical Hebrew clause-initial wayyǝhı̂ (i.e., the so-called consecutive
imperfect comprising the proclitic conjunction wǝ- and the short imperfective of the verb h-y-h
‘be, exist, happen’), which were translated by the middle aorist ἐcέmesο [eg�eneto], see (22a).
The passive aorist was also very rare in light verb constructions in which the semantic
predicate is an eventive noun and the verb only takes a supportive role for the nominal

EYSTEIN DAHL AND LIANA TRONCI – VOICE MARKERS IN SEPTUAGINT GREEK 17
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predication. In this latter case, the middle aorist eg�eneto is preferred, as demonstrated in
(22b):

The passive aorist occurs with verbs meaning ‘be born’ and ‘be made’:

Both constructions in (23) can be analysed as passives or unaccusatives, as no agent occurs in
them, but there is no formal evidence for passive reading. However, when supporting the
passive reading, we can also suggest a hypothesis on how the innovation arose: the new forms
of the passive aorist could have had the function to express the passive as opposed to the
unaccusative, which was expressed by the middle forms. Further investigation is needed to
test this hypothesis, which, although supported by instances such as (23), seems to be
questioned by other data in the corpus. In the pairs of clauses in (24) and (25), the passive
aorist and the middle aorist appear to be in free variation.

18 TRANSACTIONS OF THE PHILOLOGICAL SOCIETY 0, 2023
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3. BIBLICAL HEBREW

The Hebrew language has a time span of approximately 3200 years, the first attestations
being from the twelfth-century BCE. Classical or Biblical Hebrew is the language of the
Hebrew Bible as well as some contemporary extra-biblical sources.16 It is generally believed
that the Hebrew Bible comprises texts from approximately 1200 BCE to sometime after
450 BCE, most of which stem from 1000–500 BCE. Three broad diachronic stages of Biblical
Hebrew can be distinguished as follows: Archaic Biblical Hebrew (ca. 1200–1000 BCE),
Classical or Standard Biblical Hebrew (ca. 1000–450 BCE) and Late Biblical Hebrew (ca.
450 BCE – second-century CE) (cf. Hornkohl 2019: 534 for discussion and references). A
characteristic feature of Biblical Hebrew is its complex verb system, to which we now turn.

3.1. The Biblical Hebrew verb system and the seven binyanim

Biblical Hebrew (henceforth BH) has inherited a rather complex verb system, which
comprises several aspect, mood and voice categories as well as nominal verb forms. As
regards aspect, BH has a pervasive opposition between the so-called imperfective or (long)
prefix conjugation and perfective or suffix conjugation, illustrated in (26ab). In addition, there
is a form traditionally labelled consecutive imperfect or preterite, characterized by the
proclitic conjunction wǝ- and typically denoting a completed situation in the past, as shown
by example (26c). Finally, the participle is the default expression of present-time reference, as
demonstrated in (26d).17

16 It should be noted that some parts of the Hebrew Bible are written in Aramaic, notably parts of the books of
Daniel and Ezra.

17 The abbreviations of the Hebrew passages follow Koehler and Baumgartner (2004: LI).
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Example (26a) illustrates that the imperfective/long prefix conjugation characteristically
denotes an ongoing situation that holds at the time of speech and is expected to continue in
the future. Example (26b), on the other hand, shows that the perfective/suffix conjugation
typically denotes a completed situation located in the past. It should be noted that the
temporal readings of these two sets of forms are implicatures rather than entailments and can
be overruled by contextual factors. As shown in (26c), the consecutive imperfect is a narrative
past tense category, typically denoting a completed situation in the past. Example (26c)
illustrates that the participle is regularly used to denote a situation that is ongoing at the time
of speech.

In Section 1.1 above, we noted that the Ancient Greek verb system is based on an
opposition between tense/aspect stems, which have different inventories of voice categories
formed with suffixes. In BH, the structure of the verb system is fundamentally different, being
based on an opposition between voice-oriented stems, to which tense/aspect affixes are added.
The examples in (26) comprise forms based on the default stem, which is usually labelled qal
or G-stem. The philological tradition distinguishes six other stems (binyanim) in BH, which
express different sets of voice or valency-affecting distinctions. Table 6 gives a survey of the
various stems with their most characteristic functions.18

Although the definitions given in Table 6 present a very simplified picture of the functional
range of the binyanim, they are suggestive of a distinction between transitivising stems (piel,
hiphil) and detransitivising stems (niphal, pual, hophal, hithpael). We now turn to a brief
illustration of the most salient functions of the binyanim.19

18 We have chosen to maintain the traditional names for the BH binyanim instead of adopting the classification
commonly found in recent scholarship, for example, G-stem (qal), N-stem (niphal), D-stem (piel), C-stem (hiphil) Ct-
stem (hithpael), D-passive (pual) and C-passive (hophal).

19 The following discussion draws heavily on the pertinent chapters in Waltke and O'Connor (1990).
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The above table defines the qal stem as the default, basic stem. It is compatible with a broad
range of verb types. The examples in (27) illustrate that qal is compatible with both two-place
and one-place predicates.

The niphal stem in many cases represents the passive counterpart to the qal stem. It is also
sometimes used with other, detransitivising functions, including anticausative, reflective and
reciprocal. These readings are illustrated in (28).

The piel stem is characteristically used with a factitive causative or resultative function. The
factitive causative reading is most immediately transparent with intransitive verb roots, such
as q-d-�s ‘be sacred’ (29a). The resultative reading is illustrated in (29b).

The hiphil stem has a causative function and is compatible with both one-place and two-place
verb roots, as illustrated by the examples in (30).

TABLE 6. Overview of BH verbal stems

The BH verbal stems (binyanim)

qal Niphal piel pual hiphil hophal hithpael

basic
stem

anticausative
passive

factitive,
intensive,

resultative

passive/
anticausative
of piel

causative passive/
anticausative
of hiphil

reflexive
reciprocal
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The hithpael stem has a reflexive function, including direct, indirect and benefactive reflexive
functions. Its direct reflexive reading is illustrated in (31a). Since reflexive semantics is closely
related to reciprocal semantics, it is unsurprising that the hithpael stem occasionally displays a
reciprocal reading, as shown in (31b).

Finally, the pual (32a) and hophal (32b) stems are the passives of piel and hiphil respectively.

In the first example, the pual form yəqull�al is derived from the verb q-l-l ‘be slight’ and
illustrates that the derivational pual stem adds to the meaning of the basic verb root, as
reflected in the qal stem. In example (32b), the situation is slightly less straightforward. The
hophal form wǝh�uḵan belongs to the verbal root k-w-n ‘be firm’, which does not have a qal
stem in BH. However, this verbal root appears to select the niphal stem as its basic stem, as it
were, a feature that is not uncommon in BH and which resembles the deponent verbs in
Ancient Greek, that is, verbs selecting only or primarily middle and/or passive forms.Before
concluding this section, brief mention should be made of the so-called qal passive. The
existence of special passive forms of the qal stem in BH is controversial, but Waltke and
O'Connor (1990: 373–376) make a case for the claim that there was such a category. Two of
their examples are given in (33).

Waltke and O'Connor present two main arguments in favour of the assumption of a qal
passive in Biblical Hebrew (Waltke & O'Connor 1990: 374). Their first argument is based on
comparative evidence from Arabic, Ugaritic, the Tell Amarna letters and possibly a few
Aramaic dialects, which have such forms. Their second argument is systemic and based on the
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observation that qal passives sometimes underlie pual or hophal forms with no parallel piel or
hiphal forms attested. On their analysis, such alleged ‘asymmetric’ pual and hophal forms
‘suggest the existence of a Qal passive stem, as do the semantics of the forms’ (Waltke &
O'Connor 1990: 374).20 Fassberg (2001) notes that there is a marked tendency in
contemporary extra-biblical texts in Classical Hebrew that the piel stem replaces the qal
stem, a tendency that might have facilitated the disappearance of the qal passive. Although
the various arguments presented in favour of a qal passive are sufficient to establish that there
exist relics of this category in BH, it is dubious whether they are strong enough to
demonstrate that it was productive at this stage. We, therefore, remain agnostic as regards its
existence as a productive category in BH and have chosen not to include the qal passive
among the stems in our analysis.

The above observations suggest that the BH stem system can be analyzed in terms of
successive cycles of derivation, the qal stem being basic, the niphal, piel, hiphil and hithpael
stems being derived from the qal stem and the pual and hophal stems being derived from the
piel and hiphil stems respectively. Table 7 gives the absolute frequencies of the consecutive
imperfect, perfect and imperfect forms of each of the stems.21 The expected frequencies are
shown in Table 8.

Assuming that derived categories tend to be less frequent than basic categories and that
secondarily derived categories are less frequent than primarily derived categories, the numbers
in Table 7 correspond to what one would expect under the proposed analysis. There is,
however, one exception, namely hithpael, which shows a frequency resembling that of pual
and hophal, suggesting that it too is a secondarily derived category. A chi-squared test of the
data in Table 7 yielded a p-value of <2.2e-16, a chi-squared value of 965.55 and 12 degrees of
freedom (v2(12) =965.55). The Cram�er's V value is 0.097, indicating a low effect size.22 Thus,
we may conclude that the distribution of the three main tense/aspect categories over the
different stems is not random. The relative distribution of the tense/aspect categories over the
binyanim is given in Figure 3.

The data in Table 7 and the relative proportions given in Figure 3 suggest that there is a
close association between certain tense/aspect categories and the different binyanim in BH.
Table 9 gives the patterns of relative attraction and repulsion between these two category
types which corroborate this impression.23

TABLE 7. Absolute frequencies of the BH verbal stems

The BH verbal stems (binyanim)

qal niphal piel pual hiphil hophal hithpael Total

Consecutive imperfect 11499 446 988 6 1753 113 169 14974
Perfect 13932 1414 2194 218 2671 128 150 20707
Imperfect 10323 1116 1569 80 2264 184 314 15850
Total 35754 2976 4751 304 6688 425 633 51531

20 Waltke and O'Connor (1990: 276) claim that the qal passive is attested with ca. 160 forms from 42 roots.
21 The numbers in Table 7 were collected via targeted search in the database available through the Accordance

Bible software system (https://www.accordancebible.com/).
22 These results were obtained by using the chisqu.test() function in the standard package of RStudio (R Core

Team 2022) and the Cram�er's V value was obtained by using the assocstats() function in the additional R package vcd
(Meyer et al. 2017). R scripts are available at https://github.com/eystdahl/TronciDahlVoiceMarkers.

23 The results reported on in Table 4 were obtained by using the Fisher.test() function in the standard package of
RStudio (R Core Team 2022), specifying ‘alternative’ = “greater” when the observed value is greater than the
expected value and ‘alternative’ = “less” when it is smaller than the expected value. R scripts employed in this article
are available at https://github.com/eystdahl/TronciDahlVoiceMarkers.
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Although a detailed analysis of these data is beyond the scope of the present work, some
observations are in order. The picture emerging from the above patterns is that the
associations between the various stems and the tense/aspect category under scrutiny are in
most cases significant. For instance, it is striking that the alleged basic stem, qal, is alone in
showing preference for the consecutive imperfect, while all the other stems except hithpael
show significant repulsion against this category. Furthermore, all the valency decreasing stems
except hophal are strongly attracted towards the perfect, thus showing a predilection for the
perfective aspect. Both these findings are relevant for present purposes since the forms we are
dealing with in the target language denote the perfective aspect. Based on the tendencies
shown in Table 9, we would expect that niphal, puel and hithpael would tend to attract the
passive aorist, given their detransitivising functions and their predilection for the perfective
aspect. We shall return to this question in the next section.

We conclude that the BH system of stem types has several specialized categories that may
have a valency changing effect. In the context of the present work, the valency decreasing
categories represent the central focus. We have seen that the relative proportion of middle and
passive forms in the Septuagint differs from that of other, contemporary texts. In the next

TABLE 8. Expected frequencies of the BH verbal stems

qal niphal piel pual hiphil hophal hithpael

Consecutive imperfect 10289 865 1381 88 1943 124 184
Perfect 14367 1196 1909 122 2682 170 254
Imperfect 10097 915 1461 93 2057 131 195

FIGURE 3. Distribution of tense/aspect categories over binyanim in BH.

TABLE 9. Relative attraction and repulsion of the BH verbal stems

Qal niphal piel pual hiphil hophal hithpael

Consecutive imperfect [+]
<2.2e-16

[�]
<2.2e-16

[�]
<2.2e-16

[�]
0.0002179

[�]
1.61e-08

[�]
1.61e-08

[�]
0.101

Perfect [�]
<2.2e-16

[+]
<2.2e-16

[+]
<2.2e-16

[+]
<2.2e-16

[�]
0.3348

[�]
9.742e-06

[+]
<2.2e-16

Imperfect [+]
<2.2e-16

[+]
3.952e-16

[+]
0.0002179

[�]
0.1032

[+]
2.94e-09

[+]
3.08e-08

[+]
<2.2e-16

Bold values highlight statistically significant results.
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section, we explore to what extent the distribution of middle and passive morphology
correlates with the various BH binyanim.

3.2. The Biblical Hebrew binyanim and the use of the aorist middle and passive in the
Septuagint

Our main goal in this paper is to inquire whether and to what extent the distribution of the
Greek middle and passive in the Septuagint, both representing valency-decreasing categories
vis-�a-vis the active voice, is due to interference from the Semitic source languages. An
important question concerns whether one can establish any patterns of correlation between
the different detransitivising stems in BH and the middle and passive aorist in the Septuagint.
Pertinent raw patterns of correlations are given in Table 10.

At first glance, it strikes one as somewhat surprising that middle and passive forms of the
aorist are almost equally frequently used when a qal form appears in the Hebrew text. On the
other hand, there appears to be a close association between passive aorist forms in the Greek
translation and niphal forms in the source text. Moreover, we found no cases in which a
middle aorist corresponds to a pual stem and only one example of a middle aorist
corresponding to a hophal stem, exactly as one would have expected. Again, the question is
whether there are any statistically significant patterns of association in our data. The chi-
squared test gives a p-value of 6.381e-06 with a chi-squared value of 34.119 and 6 degrees of
freedom (v2(6) = 34.119)24 when applied to the data set in Table 10, and since this is well
below the conventional significance level of 0.05, we may conclude that the distribution
patterns in Table 10 are not random. The Cram�er's V value is 0.428, that is, a moderate effect
size.25 The expected frequencies are given in Table 11.26

At this point, we would like to clarify where in the distributions the statistically significant
patterns of association and dissociation are found. As before, we apply Fisher's exact test to
each of the cells in the table, yielding the results reported in Table 12.

TABLE 10. BH verbal classes and Septuagint middle/passive aorists

BH verbal classes Septuagint aorist stems Total

Middle Passive

Qal 48 47 95
Niphal 6 34 40
Piel 9 3 12
Pual 0 6 6
Hiphil 11 3 14
Hophal 1 6 7
Hithpael 5 7 12
Total 80 106 186

24 These results were obtained by using the chisqu.test() function in the standard package of RStudio (R Core
Team 2022). R scripts employed in this article are available at https://github.com/eystdahl/TronciDahlVoiceMarkers.

25 The Cram�er's V value was obtained by using the assocstats() function in the additional R package vcd (Meyer
et al. 2017). R scripts are available at https://github.com/eystdahl/TronciDahlVoiceMarkers.

26 The expected value of a given cell is obtained by multiplying the row sum with the column sum and dividing the
product by the total sum. Here and above, we used the chisqu.test()$expected function in the standard package of
RStudio (R Core Team 2022) to obtain the expected values. R scripts employed in this article are available at https://
github.com/eystdahl/TronciDahlVoiceMarkers. It should be noted that the numbers have been rounded to the closest
positive integer, in the case of combinations of pual with Middle/Passive, the more precise expected values are 2.6 and
3.4, and of combinations of hithpael with Middle/Passive, the more precise expected values are 5.2 and 6.8.
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The tendencies shown in Table 12 reveal a number of interesting and even unexpected
properties. As regards the aorist passive, we note a significant attraction towards niphal – a
general, anticausative category – and towards pual – a derived passive/anticausative category,
and significant repulsion from the qal, piel and hiphil stems. The aorist middle, on the other
hand, shows significant attraction towards qal, piel and hiphil, and repulsion from the niphal
stem. On the other hand, we see no significant correlation between the aorist passive and the
derived passive/anticausative hophal stem. It is interesting to note that the middle aorist is
preferred to the passive aorist in translating markedly transitive or causative constructions
such as piel and hiphil. Intriguingly, however, the passive aorist corresponds to the two latter
categories in a few cases, as illustrated by the examples in (34), where the verb in the Hebrew
text has a piel stem, and (35), where it has a hiphil stem.

TABLE 11. Expected frequencies

BH verbal classes Septuagint aorist stems

Middle Passive

Qal 41 54
Niphal 17 22
Piel 5 7
Pual 3 3
Hiphil 6 8
Hophal 3 4
Hithpael 5 7

TABLE 12. Relative attraction and repulsion

BH verbal classes Septuagint aorist stems

Middle Passive

Qal [+]0.0244 [�]0.0244
Niphal [�]2.83e-05 [+]2.83e-05
Piel [+]0.02211 [�]0.02211
Pual [�]0.03218 [+]0.03218
Hiphil [+]0.005804 [�]0.005804
Hophal [�]0.118 [+]0.118
Hithpael [�]0.65 [+]0.5851

Bold values highlight statistically significant results.
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In all the cases under scrutiny, we may observe that the odd cases where an aorist passive
renders a piel or hiphil stem mostly turn out to involve BH verbs involving one participant
and/or entailing a low degree of semantic transitivity. Among the examples in (31) and (32),
only (32b) has something resembling a transitive causative meaning.

On the other hand, we find a small number of cases where the Greek middle aorist
corresponds to a niphal stem in BH. These cases are illustrated in (36).

The first example involves a predicate that seemingly entails a covert second argument, the
niphal stem being used with a reflexive autobenefactive meaning rather than an anticausative-
passive meaning. From this perspective, the corresponding Greek verb (ἐcjsάοlaι [egkt�aomai]
‘take’, medium tantum) represents a more suitable translation than a passive aorist. The
second example is more obviously intransitive, being rendered by a middle form of the Greek
verb rυmapόkkυlι [sunap�ollumi] ‘destroy utterly’. This represents a case of lexical retention
where the middle voice has maintained its old anticausative function. It should also be noted,
however, that this particular verb does not show any aorist passive forms in the Septuagint,
and neither does the closely related, essentially synonymous verb ἀpόkkυlι [ap�ollumi]
‘destroy’.27 The third example is analogous but somewhat less straightforward. Here, the
Greek text has a middle aorist form of the verb peqιsέlmx [perit�emn�o] ‘circumcise’, which
unlike sunap�ollumi does have a passive aorist form, peqιeslήhg [perietmḗth�e] ‘was
circumcised’ attested twice and in both cases corresponding to a niphal form in the BH
text (see Section 2.4 above, in particular, the examples in (19)). There appear to be no other
cases of this particular kind in our corpus; however, it may be suggestive of an admittedly
quite limited functional overlap between the middle and passive forms of the aorist in
Hellenistic Greek.

The data surveyed in this section clearly show that there is a significant correlation between
aorist passive forms in the Genesis of the Septuagint and niphal and pual forms in the
corresponding book of the Hebrew Bible. On the other hand, middle aorist forms strongly
tend to be preferred in the rendering of qal, piel and hiphil forms. The few apparent
counterexamples of these general tendencies seem to be motivated by lexical semantic factors
or lexically determined morphosyntactic restrictions. From the overall perspective of this

27 It is tempting to speculate that the lack of a passive aorist with this particular verb may be due to a blocking
effect caused by the ability of its middle voice forms to express anticausative/passive meaning.
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work, the fact that passive forms of the aorist are identified with the niphal stem by default, as
it were, is important. This is because the Septuagint, as well as the New Testament which it
has heavily influenced, shows a significant attraction towards the aorist passive, unlike the
other Greek texts surveyed in the Introductory section of this paper. Based on the evidence we
have presented here, we conclude that the variety of Hellenistic Greek found in the Septuagint
reflects influence from the Hebrew source text. The association of the Greek aorist passive
with the Hebrew niphal and pual stems resulted in its use as a more general marker of reduced
transitivity in the Biblical variety of Hellenistic Greek, as reflected in the Septuagint and the
New Testament. As a side effect, the aorist middle gradually lost ground in the
detransitivising domain, in many cases becoming little more than a morphological alternative
to the active voice.28 In future work, we will explore whether and to what extent other, extra-
biblical texts show similar tendencies or whether this is restricted to the Jewish–Christian
tradition.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The voice system of the aorist in Septuagint Greek exhibits a tendency to differentiate
maximally monoargumental detransitivising voices, such as passive and anticausative, and
biargumental detransitivising voices, such as benefactive and possessive. The main marker of
these functions is the so-called passive voice. In contrast, middle aorists are not productively
used in this kind of detransitivising functions at this stage, the majority of middle forms
belonging to deponent verbs or deponent paradigm forms, so that the middle essentially
represents a lexically restricted allomorph of the active voice.

In Classical Greek, the boundary between these two types of detransitivising voices exhibits
some overlapping, particularly concerning anticausatives and reflexives, which could be
expressed by both middle and passive aorist forms. The tendency to complementary
distribution of passive and middle aorists led to an increase of the passives, which replaced the
middles in all types of monoargumental constructions (see Figure 1 in Section 1). Language
internal factors, based on the general one form/one meaning principle, can be invoked to
account for this tendency. This process may represent an instance of A(gent)-drift, a process
where non-A(gent) arguments gradually acquire agentive properties. It is tempting to view
cases like ἐφοbήhgram φόbοm lέcam [ephobḗth�esan ph�obon m�egan] ‘(lit.) they feared a great
fear’ (1Macc. 10.8) or οὐj ἐφοbήhgram sὸm heόm [ouk ephobḗth�esan t�on the�on] ‘They did not
fear God’ (Ps. 54.20) in this light, where an originally (unaccusative) intransitive construction
selects an object argument.

Our analysis also highlights the role played by BH interference, besides language internal
change. As illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, the Septuagint shows significantly different
attraction and repulsion patterns regarding middle and passive aorist forms than other older
and contemporary works. While there is a considerable diachronic fluctuation in this area of
Ancient Greek morphosyntax, it is striking that the Septuagint and the stylistically closely
related New Testament are the only texts in our corpus showing significant attraction towards
the passive aorist. From this perspective, the fact that the contemporary authors Callimachus
and Apollonius of Rhodes show a considerably more conservative distribution in this respect,
which resembles the one found in Homer or Hesiod, is striking. We have seen that the BH
binyanim-based verb system has several expressions for transitivity reduction, and that there is
a clear preference for translating detransitivising constructions by the aorist passive, while the
middle is preferred in translation of neutral, transitive or causative stems. The fact that the

28 This point is corroborated by the fact that 23 out of 66 verbs showing forms of the aorist middle in the Genesis
of the Septuagint do not show any active forms but only have middle (or passive) forms (media or passiua tantum).
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BH binyanim have a more or less clear-cut division between (predominantly) monoargu-
mental, valency reducing stems and (predominantly) biargumental stems is of crucial
importance here. Specifically, it would appear that the Greek translators tried to transpose
this regularly oppositive system into Greek, so that passive aorists were a good fit for
representing the one-argumental detransitive type and middle aorists would be preferred for
expressing the second one. Passive aorists covered all types of monoargumental
detransitivising voices and middle aorists tended to be associated with both transitive and
biargumental detransitivising voices. We thus believe it is reasonable to assume that the model
of BH verbal system functioned as an accelerator or catalyst for the change in Greek verbal
voice, which, however, was already in progress. In future work, we plan to examine a broader
range of contemporary and later sources, including non-literary texts, in order to establish
whether and to what extent the distribution of the passive and middle forms of the aorist in
the Septuagint is a feature characteristic of the textual tradition of the Jewish community in
Ptolemaic Alexandria or whether it represents a significant first step in the restructuring of the
voice system observable in later stages of Koin�e.
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APPENDIX A
List of verb lemmas

VERBAL LEXEMES

MIDDLE

AORIST

PASSIVE

AORIST

ἀhqοίfx [atro�ız�o] ‘gather together’ +
ἀlbkύmx [ambl�un�o] ‘blunt’ +
ἀmaccέkkx [anaggell�o] ‘report’ +
ἀmοίcx [ano�ıg�o] ‘open’ +
ἀmsιkalbάmx [antilamb�an�o] ‘receive instead of’ +
ἀξιόx [aksi�o�o] ‘think’ +
ἀpaccέkkx [apaggell�o] ‘report’ +
ἀpάcx [ap�ag�o] ‘lead away’ +
ἀpοcakajsίfx [apogalakt�ız�o] ‘wean from the mother's milk’ +
ἀpοdίdxlι [apod�ıd�omi] ‘give up’ + +
ἀpοjqίmx [apokr�ın�o] ‘answer’ +
ἀpοrsέkkx [apostell�o] ‘send off’ +
ἀpοrsqέφx [apostreph�o] ‘turn back’ +
ἅpsοlaι [h�aptomai] ‘bind to’ +
ἀqmέοlaι [arn�eomai] ‘deny’ +
ἄqvx [�arkh�o] ‘begin’ +
ἀsejmόx [atekhn�o�o] ‘make childless’ +
ἀsιlάfx [atim�az�o] ‘hold in no honour’ +
aὐξάmx [auks�an�o] ‘increase’ +
ἀφaιqέx [aphair�e�o] ‘take away from’ +
ἀφιjmέοlaι [aphikn�eomai] ‘reach’ +
bdekύrrοlaι [bdel�ussomai] ‘feel a loathing at’ +
bιάfx [bi�az�o] ‘constrain’ +
bουkeύx [boule�u�o] ‘deliberate’ +
calbqeύx [gambre�u�o] ‘marry’ +
cίcmοlaι [g�ıgnomai] ‘come into being’ + +
cυlmόx [gumn�o�o] ‘strip naked’ +
dέvοlaι [d�ekhomai] ‘receive’ +
dιabοάx [diabo�a�o] ‘proclaim’ +
dιajόpsx [diak�opt�o] ‘cut through’ +
dιaleqίfx [diamer�ız�o] ‘divide’ +
dιamοέx [diano�e�o] ‘intend’ +
dιamοίcx [diano�ıg�o] ‘lay open’ +
dιarpeίqx [diaspe�ır�o] ‘spread about’ +
dιasίhglι [diat�ıth�emi] ‘manage’ +
dιasqέφx [diatr�eph�o] ‘breed up’ +
dιavxqίfx [diakh�or�ız�o] ‘separate’ +
dιgcέοlaι [di�ag�eomai] ‘describe’ +
dιjaιόx [dikai�o�o] ‘hold right’ +
dύmalaι [d�unamai] ‘be able’ + +
ἐceίqx [ege�ır�o] ‘rouse’ +
ἐcjqaseύοlaι [egkrate�uomai] ‘exercise self-control’ +
ἐcjsάοlaι [egkt�aomai] ‘acquire possessions’ +
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Appendix A: (continued)

VERBAL LEXEMES

MIDDLE

AORIST

PASSIVE

AORIST

eἰrάcx [eis�ag�o] ‘lead into’ +
eἰrrpάοlaι [eissp�aomai] ‘draw into oneself’ +
ἐjkέcx [ekl�eg�o] ‘single out’ +
ἐjkύx [ekl�u�o] ‘set free’ +
ἐkassοmόx [elatton�o�o] ‘diminish’ +
ἐmdeίjmυlι [ende�ıknumi] ‘point out’ +
ἐmdύx [end�u�o] ‘put on’ +
ἐmhυlέοlaι [enthum�eomai] ‘ponder’ +
ἐmsέkkx [ent�ell�o] ‘command’ +
ἐmυpmιάfx [enupni�az�o] ‘dream’ + +
ἐmxsίfοlaι [an�ot�ızomai] ‘give ear’ +
ἐξaιqέx [eksair�e�o] ‘rescue’ +
ἐξᾰkeίφx [eksale�ıph�o] ‘obliterate’ +
ἐξeceίqx [eksege�ır�o] ‘arouse’ +
ἐpιcalbqeύx [epigambre�u�o] ‘form connections by intermarriage’ +
ἐpιjakέx [epikal�e�o] ‘nickname’ +
ἐpιkamhάmx [epilanth�an�o] ‘refuse to retain in memory’ +
ἐpιrjέpsοlaι [episk�eptomai] ‘take interest in’ +
ἐpιrpάx [episp�a�o] ‘draw to’ +
ἐpιsίhglι [epit�ıth�emi] ‘place on’ +
ἐpιφaίmx [epiph�ain�o] ‘make appearance’ +
ἐqglόx [er�em�o�o] ‘lay waste’ +
ἐrhίx [esth�ı�o] ‘eat’ +
eὐqίrjx [heur�ısk�o] ‘find’ +
eὔvοlaι [eukhomai] ‘pray’ +
ἡcέοlaι [h�eg�eomai] ‘direct, consider’ +
hάpsx [th�apt�o] ‘bury’ +
hυlόx [thum�o�o] ‘irritate’ +
ἰάοlaι [i�aomai] ‘restore health’ +
jahaqίfx [kathar�ız�o] ‘make clean’ +
jakέx [kal�e�o] ‘give a name’ +
jakkxpίfx [kall�op�ız�o] ‘make look beautiful’ +
jasacekάx [katagel�a�o] ‘deride’ +
jasάcx [kat�ag�o] ‘bring down’ +
jasadουkόx [katadoul�o�o] ‘enslave’ +
jasajaίx [kataka�ı�o] ‘burn’ +
jasajakύpsx [katakal�upt�o] ‘place a cover and make invisible’ +
jasakeίpx [katale�ıp�o] ‘leave unharmed’ +
jasamύrrx [katan�uss�o] ‘affect mentally and profoundly’ +
jasaqάοlaι [katar�aomai] ‘pronounce curse upon’ +
jasaφaίmx [katapha�ın�o] ‘seem’ +
jasέvx [katekh�o] ‘hold fast’ +
jkέpsx [kl�ept�o] ‘steal’ +
jοιlάx [koim�a�o] ‘lie down, sleep’ +
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Appendix A: (continued)

VERBAL LEXEMES

MIDDLE

AORIST

PASSIVE

AORIST

jόpsx [k�opt�o] ‘cut’ +
jqύpsx [kr�upt�o] ‘hide’ +
jsάοlaι [kt�aomai] ‘acquire’ +
jυqόx [kur�o�o] ‘confirm as property’ +
kalbάmx [lamb�an�o] ‘take’ +
kέcx [l�eg�o] ‘say’ +
kοcίfοlaι [log�ızomai] ‘devise’ +
lάvοlaι [m�akhomai] ‘fight’ +
lecakύmx [megal�un�o] ‘enlarge’ +
lehύrjx [meth�usk�o] ‘get drunk’ +
lιlmήrjx [mimnḗsk�o] ‘remind’ +
mίpsx [n�ıpt�o] ‘wash clean’ +
mxsίfx [n�ot�ız�o] ‘turn one's back’ +
ξgqaίmx [ks�era�ın�o] ‘dry’ +
οἰxmίfοlaι [oi�on�ızomai] ‘practise divination’ +
ὁlοιόx [homoi�o�o] ‘make similar’ +
ὁqάx [hor�a�o] ‘see’ +
ὀqcίfx [org�ız�o] ‘get angry’ +
ὀqhόx [orth�o�o] ‘make stand upright’ +
ὀrφqaίmοlaι [osphra�ınomai] ‘inhale smell of’ +
paqacίcmοlaι [parag�ıgnomai] ‘come to be’ +
paqajakέx [parakal�e�o] ‘encourage’ +
paqajqούx [parakro�u�o] ‘cheat’ +
paqakύx [paral�u�o] ‘pay’ +
paqasάrrx [parat�ass�o] ‘draw up in battle-order’ +
paύx [pa�u�o] ‘stop’ +
peqιaιqέx [periair�e�o] ‘remove’ +
peqιbάkkx [perib�all�o] ‘put round or over’ +
peqιpοιέx [peripoi�e�o] ‘preserve’ +
peqιsέlmx [perit�emn�o] ‘make an incision round’ + +
pίlpkglι [p�ımpl�emi] ‘fill’ +
pkghύmx [pl�eth�un�o] ‘increase in quantity’ +
pkgqόx [p�er�o�o] ‘fill’ +
pοmgqeύοlaι [pon�ere�uomai] ‘act wickedly’ +
pοqeύx [pore�u�o] ‘leave a place, go’ +
pqοaιqέx [proair�e�o] ‘bring forth’ +
pqοreύvοlaι [prose�ukhomai] ‘pray +
pqοrsίhglι [prost�ıth�emi] ‘add’ + +
ῥήcmυlι [rḗgnumi] ‘split’ +
rjέpsοlaι [sk�eptomai] ‘examine’ +
rjkgqύmx [skl�er�un�o] ‘harden’ +
rseqέx [ster�e�o] ‘withhold’ +
rυccίcmοlaι [sugg�ıgnomai] ‘have sexual intercourse with’ +
rυkkalbάmx [sullamb�an�o] ‘become pregnant, catch’ +
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Appendix A: (continued)

VERBAL LEXEMES

MIDDLE

AORIST

PASSIVE

AORIST

rυlpaqakalbάmx [sumparalamb�an�o] ‘take along together’ +
rυmάcx [sun�ag�o] ‘bring together’ +
rυmamarsqέφx [sunanastr�eph�o] ‘live together’ +
rυmapόkkυlι [sunap�ollumi] ‘destroy along’ +
rυmέvx [sun�ekh�o] ‘hold back from acting’ +
rυmsekέx [suntel�e�o] ‘finish’ +
rυmsqίbx [suntr�ıb�o] ‘shatter’ +
rῴfx [sṓz�o] ‘save’ +
sapeιmόx [tapein�o�o] ‘bring low’ +
saqάrrx [tar�ass�o] ‘stir’ +
sίhglι [t�ıth�emi] ‘place’ +
sίjsx [t�ıkt�o] ‘give birth to’ +
ὑdqeύx [hudre�u�o] ‘fetch water’ +
ὑpοkeίpx [hupole�ıp�o] ‘leave remaining’ + +
ὑwόx [hups�o�o] ‘move to a higher position’ +
φaίmx [pha�ın�o] ‘shine, appear’ +
φeίdοlaι [phe�ıdomai] ‘spare’ +
φheίqx [phthe�ır�o] ‘damage’ +
φοbέx [phob�e�o] ‘dread’ +
φυkάrrx [phul�ass�o] ‘guard, watch’ + +
vaίqx [kha�ır�o] ‘rejoice’ +
vqάοlaι [khr�aomai] ‘act towards, treat’ +
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